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Trail Braking = Cornering Confidence
Jon DelVecchio
December 2021

Riding a motorcycle is easy. Riding a
motorcycle well is not. It requires a variety
of skills and determination to acquire them.
No matter how hard a motorcyclist strives,
until one certain skill is discovered they will
always be searching for it. Once they have
it, they will wonder how they ever rode a
motorcycle without it.

Hands down, the best motorcycling
technique is trail braking. It provides a
method for precisely controlling speed and
steering throughout an entire corner. What
could be more important than that?

I’ve discovered through my coaching
that many people simply overlook the power
of trail braking, especially those interested
in sport riding. While it may not be
appreciated by everyone, many riders could
be taking advantage of this brake/throttle
transitioning finesse.

What is Trail Braking?

The first person to ever use the term
“trail braking” as it relates to motorcycling
seems to be lost to history. At least I’ve
never been able to identify them. Why they
chose to combine the word “trail” with
“braking” is a mystery as well.

The closest explanation I’ve heard is
the idea that you trail or “drag along”
braking as you lean into a turn. In other
words, one trails off from firm brake
pressure at corner entry until full release
near the apex. I’ve also found the term
curiously similar to the trail on a
motorcycle's steering geometry. Properly
applying this technique compresses the fork

tubes, effectively decreasing trail resulting in
quicker steering.

In order for trail braking to be a
thing, corner entry speed must be relatively
faster. This necessitates holding onto the
brakes past the corner entry to prevent
running wide.

Frankly, I think the term is confusing.
First of all, it really isn’t a braking technique.
It’s a cornering technique. Trail braking is
when a rider transitions from brake to
throttle at the lowest mph speed in a curve.

Sometimes the lowest mph speed is
at the corner entry if going slow. If entering
way too fast, the lowest mph speed might
be near the corner exit. Sport riding typically
designates the corner apex as the lowest
mph speed. In any of these scenarios, a
rider transitions from brake to throttle at
some point. When this transition happens at
the entrance of a curve, we call that adding
throttle. When this transition happens at
some point leaning in the curve, we call that
trail braking.

The trail braking concept allows
riders to be more flexible with each new
corner they encounter. The skills that make
trail braking work can be used for any
corner at any speed. It usually doesn’t
require learning anything new. I suspect
most riders are either doing it to some
degree already or really close.

How to Do It?

At the heart of trail braking is a
properly timed front brake-to-throttle
transition. There are two major
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requirements to do this: using a specific
right hand technique and identifying the
location of the transition.

Controlling our steering while turning
is the result of first controlling our speed.
When approaching a corner we must slow
to prevent continuing on a straight path.
Exiting requires acceleration to bring the
motorcycle back to another straight path.
Somewhere unknown upon entry between
those two points we have to release our
brake lever and apply throttle. Therefore, we
have to be ready when the time comes to
apply the correct speed control.

Precisely transitioning from brake to
throttle with minimal reaction time begins
with a hand position suitable for the job.
Never corner with your right hand in a fist.
While variations exist, the default position I
recommend is resting your first two fingers
on the brake lever and wrapping the last two
fingers around the throttle.

From there, roll up your wrist to
ensure the throttle is closed and delicately
apply brake pressure in a downward
direction like you’re squeezing juice from an
orange. Next, transition to the throttle by
first gently releasing the brake lever
completely. At about the same time as the
brake is fully released, use your hand to
delicately roll down on the throttle. When
doing this allow the two braking fingers to
glide along the lever without pulling it in.

Do not use both brake and throttle at
the same time. Apply one control, release it
and then apply the other.

The “roll it up” and “roll it down”
techniques as I call them can be easily
practiced in your garage on a static
motorcycle. Send me a video of your
technique and I’d be happy to coach you
from home. Within just a few rides these
techniques become second nature.

Some people might be wondering
why I haven’t mentioned the rear brake.
While the rear brake can be used to slow a
motorcycle at lean, it’s not as effective or
safe for trail braking on the street. The most
important reason is related to the forward
motorcycle weight shift upon corner entry
and its effect on tire traction. The front tire
can better handle the demands of braking
and turning at this point than can the rear.

The second requirement to proper
trail braking is identifying the lowest mph
speed in a turn or curve. This is the place to
use the roll it down technique and transition
from brake to throttle. There is going to be
an exact point where we release the brake
and roll on the throttle. However, at the
beginning of the turn we’re not sure where
that point will be until we actually get there.

It’s fairly simple to identify the
slowest point of the curve. As you slow into
a curve, there will come a point where you
realize that continuing to slow the
motorcycle any more will cause it to fall too
far inside the turn. That's your cue to add
throttle.

The correct feel for this technique is
developed through the natural delay
between braking and throttle. Smoothly
transitioning between these two controls
allows for a seamless drive from the corner
apex to exit.

If we’re not using the proper hand
placement and techniques described earlier,
and all of our fingers are fully wrapped
around the throttle grip, we lack the fine
dexterity and reaction time necessary to act
at the lowest mph speed.

Why Do It?

Many people dismiss trail braking as
a racing technique. That is true. The fastest
riders in the world do use it. However, the
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benefits are even more plentiful for street
riders and canyon carvers.

Race track riders know every detail
about their curves. Their goal with the
technique is to use it to get faster lap times.
This is evident when they occasionally
lowside after braking past traction limits at
lean and lose front tire grip.

Street riders use trail braking to
control their speed and steering through
100% of the curve. On the backroads, riders
have no idea what’s around the bend or on
the surface. By controlling our speed and
steering with the front brake, we can
confidently proceed until we have a clear
picture of our path.

In addition to the speed and steering
control benefits, trail braking also provides
improved front tire traction when it’s needed
the most. This is the moment where a rider
initiates lean in the first half of a curve.
Entering a curve using the front brake
purposefully shifts more weight to the front
tire. We want to weight a tire before fully
trusting traction. Creating this slight weight
bias forward provides a rich contact patch
up front for a change in direction.

The trail braking cornering technique
is not yet a universal skill in the sport of
motorcycling. My Cornering Confidence
program aims to change that. This essential
skill gives motorcyclists the ability to
completely control the speed and steering of
any motorcycle at all times. Without it they
essentially become passengers at the most
critical point of every curve.
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Corner Braking
Jon DelVecchio
February 2023

Even the best motorcyclists out there have
blown a curve, probably hundreds of times.
What sets top riders apart from everyone
else is what they do to fix it.

Slowing down is the easiest and most
sensible way to stop entering corners too
fast. There is a way to enjoy a faster pace in
the twisties with complete confidence,
however. The main objective to riding a
motorcycle faster when the road bends isn’t
more speed, but precisely controlling speed
up or down at the right moments.

Riders presume to be in full control of their
approach speed, but those not trail braking
when riding quickly are vulnerable in the
first half of the curve. People don’t typically
fear the second half because acceleration is
required to straighten up the motorcycle.
Misjudging speed isn’t usually a problem
when exiting.

Too many people I’ve talked to equate
expert sport riding with minimal brake
application. This viewpoint has deep roots
in our community. It’s not true and is
causing all sorts of trouble for motorcyclists.
Don’t believe me? Watch MotoGP and try
to find a competitor not using their brakes.
If brakes weren’t necessary to win races, the
bikes wouldn’t require high performance
braking components.

Why aren’t people using the brakes
effectively to navigate through turns? The
easy scapegoat is basic rider training.
Thousands of new riders each year are told
to “never use their brakes in a corner.”

While that isn’t helping the situation, there
is another plausible explanation.
Experienced riders are simply passing down
misinformation because they haven’t
evolved with the times.

Many of our most trusted sport riding gurus
and club hotshots discovered the thrill of
back road riding about thirty years ago.
Back then, bikers had few resources. Only a
handful of print magazines were the
gatekeepers of information like model
reviews, touring destinations and riding
skills. The enthusiast population could be
reached almost entirely through these
limited publications.

Today, an eager rider can consume endless
content from online groups, digital
magazines, websites, YouTube channels,
podcasts and social media. There’s no
shortage of opinions and advice.

Old school print magazines were certainly
effective in spreading the groundbreaking
“Pace” method for sport riding to the
masses in a 1991 issue of Motorcyclist. A
follow-up titled “Pace Yourself” was
featured in Sport Rider in 1993. These
articles had a huge influence on fun
weekend rides with friends. One could
argue that they ushered in the modern age
of Sunday group riding.

I can recall many instances over the years
when fellow riders directly referenced this
article or passed along some portion of it in
conversation. Among its many innovative
teachings, the Pace method had a focus on
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steering with the handlebars and flicking
the bike. Handlebars are used to steer, but
much more has come to light regarding
direction changes.

Here’s where it gets a little sticky. When it
comes to braking, the Pace seemed to
discourage brake light flashes and
minimized reliance on the brakes. Lots of
folks still believe this to be true.

Last summer I had the opportunity to ride
through the Appalachian mountains with
some talented sport riders. It was my first
ride with these guys. After a relaxing pace
for most of the trip positioned mid-pack, I
found myself leading for the last 30 miles.
We were pushing pretty hard. Trail braking
eased my anxiety and kept cornering risk
under control. I faithfully held in my front
brake lever deep into most of the corners.

We were all energized after dismounting
our bikes at the end. I was surprised when
one of my new friends, who was riding right
behind me on the last stretch, proudly
declared that his brakes were still “like new”
because he never used them. This person
had probably seen my brake light taper off
in every turn as the lead rider. Yet here he
was, attributing lack of brake use to his
speedy cornering abilities. It blows my mind
that people still ride fast through gnarly
curves without purposefully braking until
the apex.

I used to be that guy who leaned into a
curve with his right hand in a fist on the
grip. Corners were intimidating, no matter
how good a rider I envisioned myself. Things
are much better now after learning
two-finger braking and throttle transitioning
techniques.

In the spirit of full disclosure, I still
occasionally misjudge my corner entry
speed. When I come in too slow, I just roll
on the throttle early. When I come in too
fast, I thank my lucky stars I’m still on the
brakes and keep squeezing until I make the
turn. Then I roll on.

Much has changed over the last three
decades. With an endless amount of digital
information available nowadays, the “Pace
2.0” in Cycle World (2013) has had more
difficulty getting traction in the community.
The updates were so important that the
“Brake Light Initiative” appeared in the
same magazine a year later.

The biggest revision in these subsequent
articles was a focus on steering with the
brakes. Brakes control your steering. To do
this, “leave a bit of brake pressure on at the
turn-in point…it’s called trail braking.” In
other words, use your brakes in a corner.

The hesitation to use brakes in a curve is
more of a mental challenge than a physical
one. An experienced motorcyclist that can
brake and throttle smoothly under normal
riding conditions should be able to do it.

Some people learn trail braking by reading a
book. Others benefit under the watchful
eye of a coach. We can take different paths
to literally grasp the technique. No matter
how long it takes, it’s worth the effort to
acquire. Learning proper trail braking might
be the single most important achievement
of a motorcyclist.

Unfortunately, this editorial isn’t going to
teach trail braking. I can make suggestions
for those curious to feel its potential. The
simplest first step is to read the previously
mentioned articles. My book, Cornering
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Confidence, teaches it in bite size lessons.
While trail braking skills may be taught by
others, I know that my school Street Skills
and Champ School do for sure. Both offer
online and in-person on motorcycle courses.

In my opinion, it’s an error to abandon the
front brake after tipping into a corner.
Braking is an essential skill for control,
confidence and enjoyment when riding at a
sporting pace. Yes, going fast on twisty
roads can be done with a brake avoidance
mindset. However, cornering strategy under
those conditions creates more guesswork
than certainty.
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100%
Jon DelVecchio
April 2017

Most experienced riders I meet appear fairly
confident in their riding abilities. That’s to be
expected. Who would get on a motorcycle
otherwise?

Experimentation and practice boost mental
and physical abilities quickly, especially for
new riders. As the miles add up autopilot
takes over and skill development levels off.
Think of your typical motorcycle gathering.
Are people talking about learning new
techniques? Of course not. It’s all about
aftermarket parts and lunch stops.

I’ve had the good fortune of teaching
cornering skills classes at the last two
annual MOA rallies in Hamburg and Salt
Lake City. In order to teach advanced skills,
one needs to find motivated and receptive
students. The BMW crowd has both of
these qualities.

To reach more members, I’ll be publishing
occasional articles highlighting some of the
topics and situations in my courses. Let’s
start with confidence.

I ask my student groups if it’s possible to
ride a motorcycle with 100% confidence in
curves. This question catches them totally
off guard. It forces them on-the-spot to
evaluate their true cornering comfort and
how effective they are at controlling the
motorcycle.

Some answer “yes” or “no”, but most are
silent. The way I see it, the “yes” responders

believe full control is possible and want to
know if I can teach it to them.  “No”
responders are doubtful and expect me to
reinforce the idea it’s all a crapshoot.  The
quiet people seem dazed by the concept.

Of course, the answer is “yes”. It is possible
to corner with absolute 100% confidence.
Accepting any less is a dangerous
proposition.

The challenge isn’t convincing people that
maximum control is achievable, it’s teaching
them how to acquire it. After baffling them
with the 100% question, we move on to the
two main ingredients for confidence:
knowledge and experience. These factors
increase motorcycle control, which in turn
leads to greater confidence.

If someone were given books and videos on
how to ride a motorcycle but never throw a
leg over one, how confident would they be
with their performance?  Knowledge
wouldn’t be their problem. The same can be
said for experience. Someone given a
motorcycle without any instructions on how
to operate it would be at a similar
disadvantage.

The knowledge part requires seeking
information on the best riding techniques.
Due to the overwhelming amount of advice
available, motorcyclists are usually satisfied
with picking up fragments here and there.
My suggestion would be to investigate sport
riding techniques. High performance skills
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are valuable to even the most conservative
rider.

Experience is the fun part. Get out and ride
with a purpose. Properly handling a
motorcycle requires fine muscle control.
Practice new techniques incrementally.
Don't bite off more than you can chew.
You’ll have more success learning things in
manageable chunks. Skills developed
separately on the motorcycle eventually
integrate together and build confidence.

How can you measure your cornering
confidence? It’s simple. On your next good
ride count your panic moments. I’m not
talking about a grocery run or work
commute. Ride your favorite set of twisties
at a comfortable sporting pace. The most
realistic setting would be with your normal
riding group.

Panic moments are situations where your
heart skips a beat because you nearly lost
control. Given that riders freely share their
close calls with friends at gas stops,
imagine how many get ignored and
forgotten.

The most confident riders usually have zero
panic moments on their rides. Instead of
suppressing those terrifying occasions,
bring them to the forefront. Cornering errors
usually have to do with improper speed or
timing. Start by looking there for
performance enhancing solutions.

If you take anything away from this article,
recognize that 100% cornering confidence
is easily within reach. All it takes is actually
riding a motorcycle and trying new things
until finding what works for you.

Jon DelVecchio (#208163) operates Street
Skills LLC, a school specializing in
advanced cornering techniques. Visit
www.streetskills.net for more information.
Contact Jon at jon@streetskills.net or (585)
340-7058.
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Capabilities
Jon DelVecchio
April 2020

I know why you ride a motorcycle. It delivers
excitement that’s hard to explain in more
than just a few words. Some of our most
memorable and enjoyable experiences
happen on curvy country roads. The
sensation of tipping into a corner with the
mind, body and motorcycle all in sync is an
amazing feeling.

What exactly is the recipe for this
harmonious combination on two wheels?

The secret to riding a motorcycle well is
control over the three capabilities of our
bikes, ourselves and the road. Awareness
of one’s skill level and motorcycle operating
condition are typical in our two-wheeled
world. Wise riders also consider the ability
of their environment to provide a proper
setting for a spirited pace.

Motorcycle Capabilities

All motorcycles have limitations, including
those of highest quality and performance.
They are machines that require
maintenance and can fail without warning.
The best tires on the planet can only
provide so much grip before even they slide.
Keeping your motorcycle in tip-top shape is
important. Try not to be dismissive or overly
frugal when it comes to your ride.

Rider Capabilities

Professional motorcycle racing showcases
the most elite riders from around the globe.

They often make serious cornering mistakes
during practice and competition. Fans that
ride have come to expect that crashing is
part of competitive sport, but not their own
participation.

Cornering skills are relative to speed. As
speed increases, so does the skills
requirement. The reason for this is obvious.
The margin for error diminishes as speed
goes up. At high speed, slight
miscalculations can easily take you down.
Due to distance covered per second and
traction sensitivity, a minor path of travel
threat at a slower speed can become a
catastrophic situation if going faster.

Just because someone may be a faster and
more skilled rider, doesn’t mean they have
to ride at breakneck speeds when it doesn’t
make sense. Slowing down and using
restraint can be a major blow to the self
image of highly respected riders in a group.
However, a bigger problem for them would
be losing control of their bike. As the old
saying goes, “It’s better to have others think
you may not be the best rider because
you’re within sight, rather than know you’re
not because of a crash.” Try to build your
skills and stay within their boundaries.

Road Capabilities

We’re all adults here, so let’s be honest and
nonjudgmental. Some weekend warriors
simply like to go fast. That’s fine if done in
the right environments. Racetracks and
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expressways are more capable venues for
accommodating higher speeds than curvy
mountain roads.

It’s easy for us enthusiasts to consider the
twisty roads our playground. Keep in mind
when hustling through sparsely populated
areas, this is rural America. These roads
were designed and constructed at the
lowest cost for modest vehicle traffic.

As much as motorcyclists enjoy the Tail of
the Dragon and Mulholland Drive, they
weren’t built for us. Sometimes we tend to
act like they’re our roads and we just let
everybody else use them. In truth, it’s the
complete opposite.

Country routes have unpredictable turns,
narrow passages, insufficient runoff areas
and countless imperfections that you won’t
see on a straight limited access
expressway. If these aren’t enough
challenges, around every corner is another
car to pass, farm vehicles, gravel, animals,
people getting their mail, law enforcement
and the list goes on and on.

If triple digit speeds are your thing, there is
a track somewhere with your name on a
paddock stall. This is the only curvy
environment capable of providing a crystal
clear picture of what lies ahead at extremely
high speeds. Anywhere else is pure
gambling. Sooner or later you might roll
snake eyes and crash due to operator error
or any random roadway hazard.

I’m not recommending you don’t have any
fun. Please do get out there and enjoy our
public curvy blacktop paradise. However, be
sure to contemplate its limitations and true

purpose in our communities. Try to match
your speed to your riding environment.

*******************

In the long run, healthy motorcycling
requires recognizing and executing at a
level matched to the most restrictive of
these three capabilities. A highly trained
rider with excellent tires on wet pavement is
limited overall by the less capable road
conditions. An intermediate track day rider
going blazing fast on racing tires is perhaps
limited only by their skills, as advanced as
they may be.

The next time you feel the urge to push the
envelope through your favorite curvy
escape, ask yourself a few simple
questions. Are you capable? Is your
motorcycle capable? And most importantly,
is your riding environment capable?
Remember who you are, what you’re
driving, and where you’re traveling.

Being mindful of these three capabilities can
deliver a more enriched and secure
motorcycling experience. The closer we
come to having a realistic appraisal of these
three capabilities, the better chance we
have of doing what we enjoy, alone or with
special friends, long into the future.
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Basic Motorcycling Training Fails (Part 1)
Jon DelVecchio
April 12,2021

If I had a nickel for every time I heard
someone say “don’t use your brakes in a
curve” I’d be rich. Honestly, I’ve said it
countless times myself coaching the basic
motorcycling course. Plenty of experienced
riders would tell you the same thing. But it’s
simply untrue.

Other questionable advice includes “not
covering the front brake lever” and “always
roll on the throttle at the beginning of a
curve.”

These are just some of the things taught in
basic motorcycle license waiver courses
across the United States. When new riders
leave the parking lot, tips and techniques
like these can impede future skill
development or lead to a mishap down the
road.

At this point I should probably explicitly
state, on the record, that I value waiver
course curricula and do not advocate
changes. These brief learning experiences
are exceptional at preparing unskilled
people for a start in motorcycling. It should
also be noted that fundamental skills can be
effective for a lifetime of conservative riding.

The waiver courses have quite a hefty task.
Teaching the mental and physical skills
required to safely operate something as
sophisticated as a motorcycle on public
roadways is an enormous responsibility.
These programs are unmatched when it
comes to cognitive strategies and traffic

preparation. Where they lack longevity is in
the cornering skills content.

I’m not suggesting that waiver courses
should teach more advanced cornering
techniques. It’s vital that new riders initially
grasp the basic slow, look, press, roll
sequence. Beyond that, in a two-day course
with seemingly infinite directions, it would be
easy to get overwhelmed.

In my experience teaching advanced
training, many people naturally recite and
perpetuate misconceptions learned in the
waiver courses well into the future. There
are advanced techniques not being
discovered, which is potentially holding back
riders once they leave basic training.

I compared a popular license waiver course
to what many teach in advanced courses.
The evidence for my conclusions was pulled
right from the waiver course curriculum and
first hand experience coaching riders in both
stages.

Keep in mind that the waiver course student
handbook briefly mentions advanced
concepts buried in the text. However, when
students actually ride and develop their
motor skill function these advanced
techniques are absent.

This article highlights four primary variations
between the two levels of training. My next
article will focus on secondary variations.

Narrow Cornering Focus
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The waiver course materials explicitly state
that the goal is to teach fundamental skills
and participant safety is the #1 priority. They
also assert that aggressive riding and
challenging the roads are activities reserved
only for the racetrack.

While the cornering techniques provided are
foundational skills, they are overly simplistic
under scrutiny. To further prove this point,
only 14% of the knowledge test questions
are related to cornering.

Cornering skills are complex and difficult to
transmit to others. Imagine asking Marc
Marquez to explain how to do what he does.
The phrase “slow, look, press, roll” is the
correct starting point, but it can take a
lifetime of effort to fully comprehend those
four simple words.

It would be difficult to argue that a graduate
of a basic course will be able to ride expertly
after only two days of instruction. Since
most riders are uninterested in subsequent
training, they continue to apply entry level
skills to expert level riding situations.

The bottom line here is that most riders
would benefit from expanding their skill set.
Advanced instruction is readily available.

Brake/Throttle Hand Position

For better or worse, waiver courses flat out
prohibit covering the front brake lever. This
action can be described as resting any
number of fingers on the brake lever in
anticipation of squeezing it. Doing this is
expressly stated as an error that should be
corrected. Having all fingers curled around
the throttle is considered “good posture.”
Who wouldn’t want that?

Covering the front brake is a good idea in
the real world. A throttle hand fully curled
around the grip severely handicaps a rider
beyond the initial novice stage. This is true
in both traffic and curvy environments.

Throttle hand placement commonly taught
outside of waiver courses teaches resting
the first two fingers on the brake lever and
curling the last two fingers around the grip.
This positioning allows for more precise
brake/throttle transitions, which are
essential for higher levels of control.

Never corner with your right hand in a fist.
Doing so delays reaction time and typically
results in more abrupt speed and steering
responses.

Entry Speed Definition

Because waiver courses are designed to be
conducted in parking lots with minimal risk,
they are constrained to a single corner entry
speed: slow. A safe and good entry speed is
defined in the waiver course as a speed that
allows the rider to maintain or increase
throttle through the entire curve. Riders are
told to get all their slowing completed by the
entry point of the turn while upright.

When people leave parking lot training, they
approach corners at a higher rate of speed
and without supervision. The definition of
entry speed then merely becomes the
speed a rider is traveling at the point they
enter the curve. As many sport riders would
agree, a faster pace in the twisties means
slowing until somewhere near the apex.
Transitioning to throttle at the entrance of
the curve in this situation would be risky.
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The speed you enter a turn dictates how
long you have to stay on the brakes. Some
experienced riders take every corner so
conservatively that they hardly need to lean
the motorcycle. For them the waiver course
definition of entry speed holds true: start
rolling on at the moment leaning begins.

For everyone else, it’s important to
understand that adding throttle should only
occur when the bike is at its lowest mph
speed in the curve and it’s time to
accelerate through the exit. The most
controlled way to do this is by using the
throttle hand placement discussed
previously. Never corner with your hand in a
fist.

Braking in Curves

Successfully passing a waiver course
reinforces the idea to never slow or apply
braking in a curve. Coaches are told that
slowing in a curve is an error in judgment
and should be corrected. This may lead to
short term success at the expense of long
term skill development.

New riders are only trained for corners
where they are forced to enter slower than
real world standards, requiring throttle from
start to finish. This leaves them at a
disadvantage under their own judgment at
more realistic corner entry speeds.

Covering the brake lever with the first two
fingers is essential for getting the timing
right each and every corner. The transition
from brake to throttle depends on entry
speed, not a specific curve location. When
competent riders wisely carry their brakes
into a corner, this is braking in a curve.

Braking while leaning in a waiver course is
risky because fine motor skill function is not
yet acquired. In the real world, closing the
throttle or applying the brakes in a curve are
appropriate methods for controlling
direction. Bridging the gap between these
conditions is somewhat challenging, but not
impossible. No matter how you slice it,
you’re not going to learn vital mid-corner
braking techniques in a waiver course.

Conclusion

I’m not crazy enough to say that we need to
teach these advanced skills in waiver
courses. My intention is to openly discuss
these omissions and variations so riders
can acquire next level skills. There’s way
more to learn than what’s presented in basic
training.
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Basic Training Fails (Part 2)
Jon DelVecchio
July 16, 2021

Dropping your motorcycle stinks. Doing it in
view of others is even worse. These
unfortunate mishaps actually happen more
often than people think. Tip overs accounted
for more than half of the crashes recorded
in the 2016 Virginia Tech Motorcycle Safety
Foundation naturalistic study.

Whether it’s poor footing at a stop or loss of
balance at parking lot speeds, drops can
really ruin your day. At a minimum there’s
going to be unnecessary scuffs somewhere
on the bike. Worse possible outcomes are
broken parts or body aches.

I once took a training course where a guy
dumped his Harley bagger in a u-turn and
got stuck underneath it. Talk about adding
insult to injury. Thank goodness most tip
overs aren’t serious.

My previous article identified primary
aspects of fundamental training that may be
short changing riders in the long run. This
article highlights four secondary aspects.
The first two may perhaps be nit-picking,
while the other two are pretty serious.

As with the first article, my intention isn’t to
slam the waiver courses or suggest radical
curriculum changes. I’m a huge fan of them.
Not only did I get my start through a waiver
course, but spent 10 years of my life
teaching it before branching off into
advanced training through my own school.
Let’s jump in.

Riding Posture

It seems crazy to say that there's a right
way to sit on a motorcycle. How hard can it
be if you sit on the seat and reach for the
grips?

When riding a motorcycle skillfully, the body
appears to be one with the bike. It’s easy to
notice those truly relaxed.

Basic training courses stress an almost
robotic body placement and positioning on
the motorcycle. Certain baseline body
positioning looks unnatural at times. Nobody
expects a rider to be as stiff as they are in a
waiver course once they become more
comfortable.

Certainly the posture skills taught to
newbies have more in common with lifetime
posture than not, but there are some major
differences.

First of all, covering the clutch lever is over
stressed in waiver courses and it should be.
A quick squeeze can help a new rider
regain control of a runaway motorcycle and
the courses are conducted in cramped
parking lots. Experienced riders typically
don’t cover the clutch beyond low speed
maneuvers, when slipping the clutch in the
friction zone is proper technique. Most
students intuitively stop covering the clutch
by the middle of the waiver course. This one
really isn’t a problem.
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The opposite is true for covering the front
brake lever. That’s a big no-no in waiver
courses and is a technique that might take
riders years to pick up on their own.
Covering the brake lever is a great idea for
riders. It decreases reaction time and is
useful for controlling speed and steering.
This was covered extensively in my
previous article.

As with any new skill, you have to walk
before you can run. This is the case with
upper body placement.

Besides using special techniques for low
speed turning and swerving, novice riders
are taught to lean their upper half with the
motorcycle. This means that their chest
centerline is the same as the centerline of
the motorcycle. A centerline refers to a
vertical line that splits the rider or
motorcycle in half when viewed from the
front.

Accomplished riders know that leaning the
upper body into the turn and “kissing the
mirror” is a good technique which naturally
reduces motorcycle lean angle. In other
words, the rider’s chest centerline is inside
the motorcycle’s. This results in more
stability, ground clearance and motorcycle
lean angle in reserve.

Shifting

Waiver courses require the coach to tell
students to make the shifting steps
distinguishable and to slightly pause
between each action. What changes after
basic training is that smooth shifting
becomes important for maintaining
consistent traction, especially when curves
are involved.

Most riders eventually learn to coordinate
shifting more gracefully on their own as time
goes on without giving it much thought. That
might be why few advanced books or
courses directly teach proficient gear
shifting techniques.

Some modern motorcycles provide shifting
assistance. Even so, a skilled motorcyclist
demonstrates finesse with every gear
change. This means taking slack out of the
shift lever with the left foot on upshifts, using
a slight pulling action on the clutch lever and
manipulating the throttle to better match
road speed with engine rpm.

In Curve Challenges

Using the 1981 Hurt crash study as a guide,
early course developers included stopping
and swerving skills in their curriculum.
These skills are mostly taught to riders
moving in a straight path of travel at lower
speed when more traction is available for
braking or direction changes. When leaning,
significant portions of traction are required
for turning. Tricky maneuvers while already
leaned over can be more prone to
overwhelming available traction.

People aren’t going to learn skills for
handling mid-corner emergencies in the
waiver course. The only technique
presented is stopping while in a curve. Even
when preparing them for this situation,
students are primarily taught to straighten
the motorcycle upright, square the
handlebars, and then do a typical quick
stop. In other words, apply brakes only
when the motorcycle is upright. This
reduces in-class student crash risk because
the motorcycle is not consuming turning
traction when the hard braking is applied.

There are no exercises in the waiver course
with objectives to teach how to just slow
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down in a curve, which is a much more
likely situation than stopping there.

Basic training stresses only one solution to
excessive cornering speed: pressing the
inside grip more to increase motorcycle lean
angle. While this is an effective technique
for misjudging too fast an entry speed,
adding motorcycle lean in a vulnerable
position adds risk.

Beyond the fundamentals, people should
develop advanced skills that specifically
teach how to adjust speed, change direction
and ride over roadway obstacles while
leaning in a curve. It’s important to acquire
these skills before they are needed.

Braking can be applied in a corner to reduce
speed. This can be accomplished by closing
the throttle or applying either brake. While
I’m not a fan of using the rear brake past the
corner entry, front braking with delicate
application can be applied at any time or
anywhere in a curve.

Skilled riders have the option to change
their direction in a curve with either speed or
steering inputs. A slower speed allows for
sharper turning, while a faster speed
pushes the motorcycle towards the outside
of a turn.

It’s okay to swerve while leaning in a turn,
which is basically done with the handlebars
like when upright. Just remember that when
you swerve in a curve you’re already
consuming turning traction and that
suddenly adding more can exceed what’s
available.

Handling slippery surfaces like gravel or
liquid in a corner is pretty much the same
advice as when traveling upright. Avoid any
sudden changes in speed or direction until
the threat is behind you.

Running over obstacles or potholes
mid-curve should be expected in the real
world. Try to enter corners with your front
suspension travel as close to the middle as
possible. This way it can better absorb any
unusual compression events.

Waiver courses teach blipping the throttle to
fully extend the forks before striking the
obstacle, usually a 2” x 4” plank. As a result,
the forks more easily soak up the impact.

In a corner we don’t have the same luxury.
Quickly adding throttle at lean raises the
demand for acceleration traction, thus
removing what’s available for turning. The
best way to handle rough roads in this
situation is to have room in the suspension
travel to absorb what it can.

A major difference between running over an
object upright versus leaning is that you
shouldn’t lift your butt up off the seat and
blip the throttle while leaning. That could
upset the suspension. It’s better to use the
standard advice not to make any abrupt
changes to speed and direction over
slippery or uneven surfaces.

Low Speed Maneuvers

Plenty of motorcyclists seem to lose
balance and control executing daily
maneuverability tasks, resulting in
low-speed crashes.

The recent Virginia Tech crash study
researchers were surprised by the high
number of “capsize” crashes, which
comprised 57% of the total. To put this in
perspective, the next two highest
percentage crash types were “road
departure” and “right of way violations” at
10% each.
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Remove tip overs and the number of total
crashes in the study drops from 30 out of
100 participants to only 13. The final report
cites that these crash types are unique and
not found in past analysis. Researchers go
on to say that this is an area requiring
exploration and suggest that the cause of
such drops is a breakdown in rider
proficiency.

Are the basic motorcycling waiver courses
to blame for this phenomenon?

Novice training expressly discourages front
brake use for u-turns practice. They do
permit the rear brake to control speed.
Folks, the front brake is perfectly fine to use
at low speeds. Experienced riders should
have higher dexterity on the brake lever,
whereas newbies typically don’t. It’s 2021
and people still think they can’t use the front
brake on their motorcycles sometimes.

The counterweighting technique presented
to new riders making slow turns implies
planting both feet firmly on each foot peg.
Insisting on this can be problematic later. By
the time a foot can be moved from a peg to
catch a tipping motorcycle, it might be too
late.

Dangling, or hovering, a foot 4-6 inches
over the ground saves reaction time in case
a dab with a foot is necessary to prevent
falling. When a motorcycle begins to
capsize, it’s easier to save it when more
upright. There is a point where it’s best to
just let the bike go rather than risk injury.
Regaining control of the weight before that
point is critical.

Dabbing, or putting a foot down, is advised
in waiver courses as a solution to prevent
falling over. However, doing so on the
evaluation deducts points for poor skill and

judgement. A person could fail the test
because of these point deductions.

Ladies and gentleman, dabs are okay.
Gluing both feet to the bike when changing
direction at 5 mph is just an unreasonable
requirement in my opinion.

Keep in mind that the same exact
techniques for low speed maneuvering
taught in waiver courses still apply
afterwards. The only change being
suggested is to dangle the inside foot just in
case it’s needed or wanted.

Some people think that dangling or dabbing
a foot is terrible advice. My response to
them is simple. If it’s so dangerous, why do
the waiver courses advise it during
practice? Because they know it may prevent
a fall and the inconvenient aftermath.

Conclusion

There’s a popular saying that goes, “Some
riders don’t have 20 years of motorcycling
experience, they have the same year
repeated 20 times.”  This quote summarizes
the essence of my basic training fails
message.

The best way to get into motorcycling is by
taking a basic license waiver course. That
said, motorcyclists that only use the
techniques presented there are missing out
on greater confidence, control and
enjoyment.

The Motorcycle Safety Foundation is known
to advertise, “The more you know, the better
it gets.” Anyone that continues to follow the
path of learning would probably agree.
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